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This is to certify that a (check one)
Trailer - A trailer is any vehicle designed or used to carry its load wholly on its own structure and
to be drawn by a motor vehicle. The gross weight of a trailer determines whether such vehicle is
subject to Texas title, and such weight must be in excess of 4,000 pounds.
Semitrailer - A semitrailer is a vehicle of the trailer type so designed or used that a part of its low
weight and some part of the weight of its load rests upon or is carried by a motor vehicle. A
semitrailer, to be subject to Texas title, must have a gross weight in excess of 4,000 pound (empty
weight + heaviest load to be carried = gross weight). (NOTE: With the exception of far
semitrailers, all semitrailers licensed with “token trailer” plates must be titled since the gross weight
of these vehicles must be in excess of 6,000 pounds in order to qualify for such plates.)
Travel Trailer - House trailer-type vehicles and camper trailers which are less than eight (8) body
feet in width and less than forty (40) body feet in length (not including the hitch), are classified as
travel trailers and must be registered and titled as such regardless of weight. (NOTE: House
trailer means a trailer designed for human habitation and shall not include a utility trailer, enclose
trailer or other trailer not having human habitation as its primary purpose. The term does no
include manufactured housing.)
Note: All trailers and semitrailers that exceed 4,500 pounds must pass an annual safety inspection
(Transportation Code §548.051).
herein described is homemade and was completely built by me, OR was built to my
specifications by the individual or entity listed below, and further declare that this trailer does
not have a U.S. Manufacturer's Identification Number affixed.

I have owned this vehicle since:

(Date)

Trailer or Semitrailer:
(Year Made)

(Type of Bed)

Weight:
(Empty Weight)

(Carrying Capacity)

(Gross Weight)

(Length)

(Width)

(Height)

Travel Trailer:
Weight Per Weight Certificate:

(Required on Trailers & Travel Trailers)

Department Assigned Serial Number:
Signed:
(Owner)

(Date)

WARNING: TRANSPORTATION CODE §501.155, PROVIDES THAT FALSIFYING INFORMATION ON ANY
REQUIRED DOCUMENT IS A THIRD DEGREE FELONY.
Contact your local Vehicle Titles and Registration Division Regional Office for assistance.
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Vehicle Titles and Registration Division

Online Form at www.txdmv.gov
TxDMV FORM VTR-305-A

Austin, TX 78779-0001

Contact/Help

